May 15, 2020

Please see this week’s announcements from the Johns Hopkins Medicine, Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

COVID-19 RESOURCES

As we face this unprecedented challenge of the COVID-19 outbreak, we would like to highlight available resources for our Hopkins community. These are updated daily so please check them frequently.

**JHM Internal List of Resources**
- JHM Staff Resources [click here]
- JHM Clinical Resources [click here]
- Hopkins Children’s Center resources for families [click here]
- JHU Hub Community Support website [click here]

**JHM Food For Hopkins Program**
Employees can pick up breakfast and lunch/dinner bags from one of our locations. [Click here] to read a Hub at Work article about this program. We are grateful to all of those who have volunteered and supported this program.

**JHH East Baltimore:** Armstrong Medical Education Building, 1st Floor Auditorium (1600 Mc Elderry Street, inside the JHOC circle)
- Monday – 7:30am to 11:30am
- Wednesday – 3:00pm to 7:00pm
- Friday – 7:30am to 11:30am

**Bayview:** Asthma & Allergy Building, Grossi Auditorium (5501 Hopkins Bayview Circle, Baltimore, 21224)
- Tuesday – 3:00pm to 7:00pm
- Friday – 7:30am to 11:30am

**Volunteers:**
All volunteer slots are currently filled for the rest of May. June volunteer slots for JHH have been added and Bayview will be added next week.
To sign up to volunteer at Bayview, [click here]
To sign up to volunteer at JHH, [click here]

To provide anonymous feedback about Food for Hopkins or to suggest other ways Hopkins can help their employees, please go to: [https://bit.ly/FoodforHop](https://bit.ly/FoodforHop). We will continue to make adjustments to the program weekly, as the needs evolve so please note those changes on this weekly newsletter. [Click here] to sign up for our newsletter.
To make a donation to the Food For Hopkins efforts, click here

- There is a drop down menu at the top to designate the location where the donation is going.
- At the very bottom of the drop down menu, choose “Other Medicine Department”.
- A free text box will appear on the right, marked “Other”.
  - Write in “Food For Hopkins”
- Proceed to fill out the rest of the form and submit.

COVID-19 Community Support Events Calendar

The new Covid-19 Community Support Events Calendar is now live. The calendar will host all of the past and upcoming Covid-19-related public events and can be shared both internally and externally. The calendar can also be found on our Community Support website.

Living While Social Distancing

Upcoming @JHConnect Events

- B'More Youth Talent Show, May 16th at 8:00pm on IG Live @jhconnects
- Youth and Families Sunday Cinema Series, May 17th, 24th and 31st at 5:00pm. Register Here
- Baltimore Student Town Hall, May 19th at 5pm. 1-(888)-651-5908, Participant code: 8727752

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Namandjé Bumpus, PhD appointed Director of the Department of Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences

Congratulations to Dr. Namandjé Bumpus, for her appointment as the director of the Department of Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences. Since joining the School of Medicine in 2010, Dr. Bumpus has held several position, including Associate Dean, Institutional and Student Equity, and Associate Dean for Basic Research. Read more about Dr. Bumpus and her work at Hopkins.

Maria Trent, MD, MPH appointed Division Chief, Adolescent/Young Adult Medicine Chief

Congratulations to Dr. Maria Trent for her appointment as the inaugural Division of Adolescent/Young Adult Medicine Chief in the Department of Pediatrics, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine and Bloomberg American Health Initiative Endowed Professor in the Bloomberg School of Public Health. Dr. Trent joined the faculty of Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in 2001. She has served as Professor in Department of Pediatrics at the School of Medicine; Department of Population, Family, and Reproductive Health at the Bloomberg School of Public Health; and Department of Acute and Chronic Care at the Johns Hopkins School of Nursing. Read more about Dr. Trent and her work at Hopkins.

National Clinician Scholar Program (NCSP) Applications Opened

National Clinician Scholar Program is seeking medical residents and doctoral-prepared nurse candidates who are looking for training in community-based, quality, outcomes and/or health policy research. The National Clinician Scholars Program is a two-year research training fellowship (that was formerly known as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical Scholars program). There are sites at University of Pennsylvania, as well as at Duke University; University of California, Los Angeles; University of California, San Francisco; University of Michigan; and Yale University. See attached brochure.
Contact Us
Johns Hopkins Medicine, Office of Diversity & Inclusion
1620 McElderry Street, Reed Hall, 4th Floor, Baltimore, MD 21205
Website: www.hopkinsmedicine.org/diversity
Email: diversity@jhmi.edu Phone: 844-JHDVRSTY (543-8778)
If you would like to receive our weekly newsletter, Click here and hit send.
Baltimore Youth’s got Talent!

Do you sing, dance, rap, play an instrument or have another talent to share?

Join the Talent Competition!
May 16, 6:00 - 8:00 on IG Live @jhconnects

Including a Panel of Baltimore Youth Judges: Kamri, Marr and Young Elder

**COMPETITION GUIDELINES**
★ Open to all students, age 19 or under
★ Each entrant will have 3 minutes to perform their work
★ No profanity (in talent or accompanying music)

The order of performance will be determined randomly at the start of the show

Gift card prizes ($100 first place; $50 second place; $25 third place)

Sign up in advance at jhconnects.edu or during the event until capacity reached

#WeAreinThisTogether  #HopkinsConnects

Presented in partnership with the Baltimore City Health Department, Mayor’s Office of Children and Family Success, Johns Hopkins University and Johns Hopkins Health System
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Calendar of Events

COMMUNITY

May 13  5pm—6pm
Coffee Talks with Centro Sol and Comite Latino

May 15 12pm—12:45pm
SNF Agora Conversations: Will COVID-19 End Globalization as We Know It? Click here to register.

YOUTH

May 11  6pm – 8pm
Youth Dance Party @djkeebeepooh_on Instagram Live

May 12
Weekly Youth TikTok Contest @JHEconDev on Instagram

May 18  6pm – 8pm
Youth Open Mic Poetry Night @ladybspeaks on Instagram Live

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Community Support—send your thanks, stories, and encouragement to Johns Hopkins Medicine caregivers and staff.

FOOD SECURITY

PekoPeko Ramen feeds hospital staff, city residents. Donors to the Feed It Forward program can help the fast-casual restaurant provide meals at local hospitals and a soup kitchen. Click more here!

HEALTH CARE

Johns Hopkins expert on cybersecurity and disinformation, Thomas Rid, discusses the efforts by foreign countries to influence the public’s understanding of the COVID-19 pandemic. Read more here!

Volunteers from the Bloomberg School of Public Health are pitching in with contact tracing. Read more here!

Public demand for unproven COVID-19 therapies grows after endorsements from high-profile figures. Click here!

The impact of COVID-19 on older adults. Read more here!

Johns Hopkins team launches temperature-tracking study and app to map and monitor potential COVID-19 cases. Read more here!

RESOURCES

Maps and Trends
Videos and Live Events
Testing Information
COVID-19 Basics
JHM COVID-19 Updates
@ JHConnects
Advancing Health and Health Care Through Scholarship and Action